Study of the use of a SDR Passive RaDAR for the
safe outdoor operation of an atmospheric LiDAR
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Abstract

Our project aims to evaluate the potential of the Software Defined Radio technology associated to
GNU Radio ecosystem in order to propose new and pragmatic solutions when applied to scientists
needs, thus bridging the gap between engineering and research points of view. Here, we study the
ability for a passive RaDAR to detect aircrafts and allow safe operation of a LiDAR.
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Introduction

The OPGC [1] is an Observatory of Earth Sciences
dedicated to Volcanology and Physical Meteorology. Among instruments implemented, a LiDAR
helps to characterize the composition of the atmosphere in aerosol particles.
The LiDAR activity requires compliance with international air traffic regulation [2]. Due to strong
Laser emission, the potential ocular hazard for the
pilots must be cancelled by stopping the Laser emission while an aircraft is flying over the critical zone
Figure 1: LiDAR location and critical zone.
of the LiDAR. Usually, air traffic safety is provided
by a X-band pulsed radar determining the presence
(position, altitude, speed) of any aircraft entering
We used GNU Radio to acquire and save DVB-T
the vicinity of the LiDAR.
signal (Fig. 2) echoed by the moving distant target.
On the one hand, a first alternative solution has
been developed based on acquiring and processing
ADS-B frames transmitted by the IFR aircrafts [3].
On the other hand, we also study and present here
the potential of a passive RaDAR solution based
on J.-M. Friedt previous work [4] using an existing
non-cooperative source.
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Experimental setup

Figure 2: GNURadio code for DVB-T acquisition

Experimental setup involves the reception of echoes
of the local Terrestrial Digital Video Broadcasting
(DVB-T) source reflected by cabin’s aircrafts. The
LiDAR and receiver are located (Fig.1) on the roof
of the OPGC, 420 m above sea level, 4 km away
from the airport and 11 km from the Puy de Dôme,
1465 m asl., where is located the DVB-T emitter.
The receiver hardware configuration was based
on a RTL-SDR USB stick that features the Realtek
RTL2832U chipset and the R820T2 tuner specifically designed for use in SDR mode. We used this
broadband receiver coupled to a UHF yagi antenna
to acquire DVB-T broadcast at 482 MHz.

Then, using MATLAB (MatWorks), we postprocessed these data by autocorrelation to find the
transmitted signal, delayed in time, so shifted in
frequency by Doppler shift.
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Results

Several tests have been processed (available at [5]).
Among these, a measurement at a bistatic distance
of 10 km (Fig.3), which is sufficient compared to the
critical zone, suggests the ability to detect aircraft
flying up to ten thousand meters above our LiDAR.
1

be complementary for operational purpose if hardware is upgraded and calculation time is lowered.
More generally, SDR implementation may also
be helpful for further Earth Science Experiments
driven at the OPGC, in particular when applied to
remote sensing instruments. For example, Software
Defined Radio could also be dedicated to passive or
active RaDAR concepts involved in characterization of atmospheric clouds or volcanic ash plumes.
The main technical objectives are to improve the
ergonomics and the mobility of instruments on the
field, to improve the spatial and temporal resolutions (size and movement of the targets), to reach a
greater modularity (emission-reception, directions,
frequencies ...), and to optimize the overall cost
Figure 3: Remote detection (a.u.) of the target, of development and maintenance of these new syscircled with red, at a bistatic distance of 10 km, i.e. tems. This ongoing study will be focused on free
an aircraft at a distance of 5 km in a configuration and open source ecosystem such as GNURadio.
where source, receiver and target are aligned.
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Conclusion, Perspectives

This study highlights the potential of the SDR concept in regard to our applications. While detecting
ADS-B with a dongle could already give an inexpensive solution for air traffic safety during LiDAR
activity, the passive RaDAR implementation could
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